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About EuropaBio
• EuropaBio, the European Association for Bioindustries,
represents bioscience companies from all fields of R&D, testing,
manufacturing and distribution of biotechnology products.
• Our members include:
68 corporate members operating worldwide
13 associate members
2 BioRegions
19 national biotechnology associations
• Through our national associations, EuropaBio is also the voice
of over 1800 small and medium-sized biotechnology
enterprises.
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The Healthcare Council

40 corporate members and 19
national associations involved in
healthcare projects and
healthcare applications of
biotechnology

•
•
•
•

The Council Work Areas
Better Science
Better Regulation
Better Access
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Healthcare biotechnology is
a key enabler
• More than 350 million patients have already
benefited from approved medicines
manufactured through biotechnology and gene
technology1;
• 650 new biotech medicines and vaccines are
currently being tested for more than 100
diseases;
• 2.5 million is the number of childhood deaths
prevented worldwide each year by immunisation2

• 20 vaccines for infectious diseases have been
developed – many of them for children2

1 Biotechnology

Research Continues to Bolster Arsenal Against Disease with 633 Medicines in Development. PhRMA Report, 2008
2 Zhou, et al, 2003.
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Healthcare biotechnology is
a key enabler
•

Currently, the growth in turnover for
biopharmaceuticals is twice as high as for
pharmaceuticals and is still accelerating...

•

The share of biopharmaceuticals to reach the
market between 2008 and 2015 will increase to
20% by 2012.

•

Approximately one-fifth of the new molecular
entities launched on the world market each
year are now derived from biotechnology.

•

All other medicines use biotechnology in their
development processes

•

European firms account for 20.6% of the
biopharmaceuticals worldwide
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Source: Ernst & Young, ‘Beyond Borders, Global Biotechnology Report 2009’ (data relate only to publicly traded companies)

Biotechnology in healthcare
Some Characteristics

Medicinal products developed with the use of
biotechnology:
– Have unique specificity for their target;
– Are identical to or mimick naturally
occurring substances with a powerful mode
of action;
– Are targeting specific biological
processes/pathways:
• Directly affecting disease mechanisms;
• Reducing the risk of undesired
pharmacological activity.
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Biotechnology in healthcare
Used in All Areas of Medicine

Biotechnology in Development by Disease Category

Source: PhRMA, Medicines in Development: Biotechnology 2011 Report
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Biotechnology in healthcare
Many Different Innovative Products

Biotechnology in Development by Product Category

Source: PhRMA, Medicines in Development: Biotechnology 2011 Report
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Key trends in Healthcare
Biotechnology
• Personalised Medicines;
• Increasingly localised treatments (e.g. against cancer);
• Advanced therapies (cell and gene therapy, tissue engineering):
• Cell therapy:
→
→

Used to replace diseased, damaged or absent cells in a patient’s body
Potential uses: to repair heart tissue damage after a heart attack, to replace knee
cartilage destroyed by an injury, to treat rare genetic conditions.

• Gene therapy:
→

→

Used to correct malfunctions in the patients’ genes by inserting functioning genes into
host cells, with the help of a vector
Potential uses: to fight genetic-based blindness, to restore fully functioning immune
systems in children born without an immune system due to a genetic problem.

• Tissue engineering:
→
→
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Used to regenerate tissues or organs that may be worn or damaged
Potential uses: to repair skin (e.g. after severe burns), bones, tendons, ligaments,
nerves.
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Towards Personalised Medicine:
A shift in paradigm driven by societal needs
Need for
cost-effective
health care

Need for faster
access
to treatment
(and potentially
cure)

Better
understanding
of molecular
mechanisms of
diseases

Personalised
Medicine

Patients
demand safer,
more effective
drugs

Biotech medicines will play a decisive role in finding
answers to the challenges ahead
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EuropaBio and Horizon 2020

May 2011
• Response to consultation on a CSF for EU
Research and Innovation Funding: 5 core
principles

7-8 July 2011
• Participation in Advisory Workshop on
Horizon 2020 Common Strategic Framework:
Health, Demographic Change and Well-Being
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Addressing the grand challenge of
health and ageing

1

• Innovation-driven healthcare systems, to compete with large
commercial competitors such as China, India and the US

2

• Efficient and effective healthcare systems, with more effective and safer
medicines

3

• Patient-driven healthcare systems, with more personalised treatments

4

• Inclusive healthcare systems, using all available scientific and technical
resources to tackle unmet medical needs, including for rare diseases
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1 - Innovation-driven healthcare
systems
Supporting innovation-driven healthcare systems

• Funding for clinical trials investigating new medicines and new uses for
existing medicines
• Research into how new molecular diagnostics and a deeper
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of diseases to improve
diagnosis and health outcomes
• Research into the use of biomarkers, health technologies including ehealth, diagnostics, imaging, etc. to help improve these tools and to help
integrate them in drug and treatment development, in regulatory approval
and in the healthcare system and caring practices
• World-class research infrastructures, such as biobanks, for the storage of
biological material, and infrastructures for the storage and analysis of data
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2 – Efficient and effective healthcare
systems
Supporting efficient and effective healthcare systems
• Research into the molecular mechanisms of common and rare diseases
and into development of a mechanism-based disease taxonomy
• Research supporting the effective use of genomic, other –omics
technologies, nanotechnology and other technology platforms for
identification and validation of biomarkers and rapid development of
more precise diagnostics to help develop safer, better targeted and
more efficient treatments
• Systems biology approach as a promising scientific strategy to achieve
such objectives;
• Research into human development to better understand its implications
for development of diseases
• Research to help optimise healthcare and health systems (one example
is, taking into consideration existing initiatives, research on HTA
methodologies)
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3 & 4 – Patient-driven and inclusive
healthcare systems
Supporting patient-driven healthcare systems
• Better involvement of patients in EU-funded projects, particularly
EU-funded clinical trials
• Support for activities aimed at raising awareness about latest
scientific developments, modelled on the science in society
scheme under FP7 and IMI educational activities
• Funding for personalised medicines (incl. funding to improve
biobanking infrastructures)
Supporting inclusive healthcare systems

• Research into unmet medical needs, including rare diseases
• Funding for the creation and development of new and existing
registries for rare diseases
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Other elements to consider (1/2)
→ Increased trans-disciplinary approach to R&D to break traditional
silos (e.g. in the development of personalised medicines)
→ Increased cooperation between academia and industry

→ Including regulators and end users in R&D projects would be
beneficial
→ Involvement of industry in publically-funded projects to increase
uptake
→ Appropriate infrastructures are needed to support R&D (e.g.
biobanks, registries, etc…)
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Other elements to consider (2/2)
→ R&D investment is only part of the solution
→ Access to funding at all stages is crucial (particularly for SMEs)
→ Appropriate take up of and rewards for innovation (e.g. pricing
and reimbursement for biopharmaceuticals) is a must

→ An appropriate IP framework is also an important element (e.g.
EU patent)
→ Increasing awareness and acceptance of new technologies by
end users is essential
→ Crucially, we also need a simple, predictable and innovationfriendly policy and regulatory environment (e.g. Clinical Trials
Directive, HTA requirements, etc…)
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Thank You for your
Attention!

For further information: p.bastidon@europabio.org
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